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less = more
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EVOLUTION
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CYCLING
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less cars = more quality of life
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Urban Transition

The way we move 
determines the place 

we live in
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Urban Transition

The way we move 
determines the place 

we live



less time = more active mobility
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less time = more active mobility
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Moving Lifestyles

Behavior change:
more active, less 
passive mobility



Less time=more active mobility
Moving Lifestyles

What city do we want?



less = more
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less = more
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Sustainable Economies

Cycling
is catalyst for jobs

and growth



less = more
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Sustainable Economies



less = more
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But what about Entrepreneurs?

YES
they can

??



less = more
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YES – Entrepreneurs can!

Investing in small
but beautiful 

products
and a big idea
– can become
a formula of 

Success

1.000 x 1.000.000
1.000.000 x 1.000

= 1 bn



less = more
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YES – Entrepreneurs can!



less ownership = more access
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less ownership = more access
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Sharing Societies

Idea
of sharing societies

keeps expanding
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Sharing Societies

Idea
of sharing societies

keeps expanding



less cars = more people
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less cars = more people
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Design in Motion

Urban design:
from present to future



less cars = more people
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Design in Motion

Product design:
for future markets



less cars = more people
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Cycling Design Exhibition



Leaders 
of the

Evolution 
of 

Cycling 
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and you and me
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leading evolution
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Futur
e.

 Velo-city uniqueness – by the  V I S I O N

 The evolution of cycling is part of a bigger picture, 
a global story



cycling delivers
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cycling delivers
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to 11 out of 17 

Sustainable Goals

SloCaT, PPMC, ITF 

voluntary commitment 

to the UN

see the results



cycling delivers
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leading (R-)evolution
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Futur
e.

 A planet for everyone 

 Climate change and sustainable development



Be part of the evolution of cycling!
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Let’s celebrate the evolution of 
cycling!
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“Evolution of Cycling”
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